Introduction

This project deals with creating a structure for attestation of sensor data in infrastructures where multiple parts of the data capture is taken into consideration. The ideas that represent the process of attestation are related to determining how policies for data capture are to be created and tabulated, how user's within the infrastructure are notified of the active policies, how logs are stored and sealed for later infrastructure travel, and with regards to the algorithm for attestation on the logs and implementation of this algorithm.

Procedure

Policy Language and Creation

Need to create a generic policy language to use as a structure for data capture policies that are to be created. Creation is done through TIPPERS, a smart building application suite that monitors Donald Bren Hall.

Informed Consent

It is important to notify users who enter the infrastructure about active policies and save their consent.

Logging and Log Sealing

Logs made by infrastructure devices and user consent are to be saved with all necessary information in a log managing database in TIPPERS.

After logs are created, logs must be sealed using a hash chain for attestation.

Attestation

Attestation is a proof measure for obtaining evidence with regards to data capture policies to show that the infrastructure did as it said it would to the user. This keeps the infrastructure and user in check.

Attestation involves creation of an algorithm that will provide users with all necessary information for valid evidence and proofs without tampering of the logs being allowed.

Implementation

Informed Consent is the main aspect worked on during the last 8 weeks. This involved originally using email to send users links regarding the different possible responses that a user can commit to with regards to the policies on data capture. The final method of implementation involved saving policy information and log information in TIPPERS through database managers that are updated through IoTA.

This is an Android application that is linked to the database through an Informed Consent resource. The user can simply toggle a switch that enables them to agree or not agree to the policy at hand.

Attestation with regards to informed consent enables users to attest what consent they gave, whether they opted in or opted out. Also it enables the user to take note of policy information.

TIPPERS

TIPPERS is an application suite live in Donald Bren Hall (DBH) that monitors humidity, temperature, and sensor health settings in the building. It works to make DBH a smart building by monitoring and providing statistics to users who are registered on the portal.

Conclusion

Overall, research has involved learning how to create databases and tables in MySQL, re-enforcing my knowledge and use of Java, and learning about new concepts that are important to how privacy is dealt with in a larger setting.

Future Work

Implementing a coverage and inverse coverage aspect to TIPPERS that allows for a mapping of regions that are shared in coverage between cameras, wifi access points, and other sensors in the building. Also, this would include improving the definition of opting out with respect to attestation. No can be made to include more than simply leaving the premises being monitored. This is dependent on an inclusion of negotiation in policy definitions.
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